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Tana French
In the Woods
Rob Ryan, a Dublin homicide detective, is on the case of a young girl who was murdered in the same woods where he suffered a childhood tragedy - of which he has no memory. He has a chance to uncover both the mystery of the case and his own shadowy past.

Peter Høeg
Smilla’s Sense of Snow
When six-year-old Isaiah falls to his death from the top of their apartment building, Smilla Jaspersen ignores police warnings to stay out of the investigation and follows clues that lead her to a Danish mining company.

Arnaldur Indriason
Jar City
In this thriller Inspector Erlendur opens a cold case, following a trail of unusual forensic evidence and uncovering secrets that are much larger than the murder of one lonely, old man.

Henning Mankell
The Man Who Smiled
After killing a man in the line of duty, Kurt Wallander resolves to quit the Ystad police. However, two bizarre murders get under his skin and he joins forces with the department’s first female detective to uncover the truth.

Jo Nesbø
The Devil’s Star
Alcoholic detective Harry Hole has two missions: catch a serial killer obsessed with the number five, who cuts fingers off each victim and adorns her with a red pentagram; and expose his crooked partner Tom Waaler.

Carol O’Connell
Find Me
Word travels that children's grave sites are being discovered on Route 66. The parents of missing children are being shepherded by NYPD Detective Kathleen Mallory who seeks a killer like none she has ever known - and a child unlike the others: herself.

Maj Sjöwall & Per Wahlöö
The Laughing Policeman
On a cold and rainy Stockholm night, nine bus riders are gunned down by a mysterious assassin. The press portrays it as a freak attack and dubs the killer a madman, but Superintendent Martin Beck thinks otherwise.

Johan Theorin
Echoes from the Dead
Twenty years after a child’s disappearance, a package is mailed to the boy’s grandfather prompting him to resume the hunt for the boy and make a shocking connection between the disappearance and a notorious murder case.